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Focus of  the Overview
• What is Scholarly Commons?
• Why should you contribute?
• How do you participate?
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What is Scholarly Commons?
• The ERAU institutional repository 
• Commons.erau.edu
• Provides open access for university creative works to a global audience
• Showcases: journal articles, conference papers, reports, presentations, datasets, and videos
• Archives: university publications, records, and artifacts
• Hosts: Journals, magazines, conferences, events, open educational resources
Different Categories of  Content
• Colleges/Departments/Centers
• Conferences and Events
• Datasets
• Journals and Magazines
• Open Educational Resources
• Student Works
• Selected Works Gallery
• University Archives
Different Categories of  Content
Two Most Relevant to Faculty Publishing
• Colleges/Departments/Centers
• Conferences and Events
• Datasets
• Journals and Magazines
• Open Educational Resources
• Student Works
• Selected Works Gallery
• University Archives
Collections: Colleges & Departments 
(Faculty Research)




•Chronologically by year published – most recent on top
Faculty Research in Scholarly Commons
• Versions of  articles published in journals approved for open access
• Conference presentations
• PowerPoint, Prezi, or other presentation
• Video recording or Audio recording
• Papers from a conference proceedings volume





• Personal research-oriented webpage available to faculty or staff
• Allows citations to all research and creative work, whether open access or not
• Also reaches a global audience
• Linked to Scholarly Commons
• Affiliated with Embry-Riddle while faculty or staff  are employees
• Transferable to other institutions


Electronic Promotion and Tenure 
and SelectedWorks
• Faculty contribute full-text articles and other creative works to Scholarly 
Commons
• SelectedWorks harvests other citations from a variety of  databases and 
sources
• Information Technology uses a system they developed to populate the 
Electronic Promotion and Tenure system with all of  the citations from 
SelectedWorks
Advantages of  Participating
• Providing open access to your research opens it up to a global audience
• Optimized for Google searching
• Ability to track usage
• Monitor a particular item at any time
• Monthly statistical reports
• Additional evidence your research is reaching a wide audience
• Linked to the ERAU electronic P&T system
• Saves faculty time
• Saves faculty extra work
• Increases the global research reputation of  ERAU
How Do Faculty Participate
• Use the submission link and upload directly
• Send your current CV or other list of  publications to the Hunt Library Faculty 
Support Team at commons@erau.edu
• Benefits of  working with the Faculty Support Team
• A dedicated team member will work with you on current and future submissions
• Team members research publisher copyright requirements (so you don’t have to!)
• Team members post the appropriate version (also so you don’t have to!)
• Team members create and help you maintain your SelectedWorks page
Questions
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Contact Us
commons@erau.edu
